SolarSuperState Association, Thayngen (SSSA), conducts the SolarSuperState
Competition, SolarSuperState Ranking and SolarSuperState Prize and delivers
environmental policy information.
SSSA takes data privacy seriously. For that reason personal data is collected
solely according to the applicable statutory regulations. The latest version of
this privacy policy can be found on our website www.solarsuperstate.org.

Personal data
Personal data comprises particulars on personal or factual circumstances of a
specific or determinable individual. This includes for instance information such
as name, address, telephone number, date of birth, nationality, job title in and
administrative entity administration. Information that cannot be linked to a
specific or determinable individual - such as favoured web pages or the number
of users on a page - is not considered as personal data.

Collection, Processing and Use of personal data on the SSSA
website
(1)
Each time a user accesses a SSSA website, data is recorded in a log file. The
following data is temporarily recorded:
-

Date and time of request
IP address or DNS name of the requesting computer
requested page (URL)
HTTP answer code
Client operating system and version
Browser and version

(2)
To use the websites of SSSA it may be necessary for SSSA’s servers to set
cookies. These cookies are used for the technical administration of the website.
Every visitor can configure his browser to refuse cookies. In this case no data
will be saved on the visitor's computer. It may be that you cannot use all
functions of the website to the full extend when cookies are disabled.
(3)
The SSSA website is divided into an open and a closed area. The closed area
partly serves to fulfil the communication among the members of the SSSA and
is only accessible after login with an individual user name and password.
Among other functionalities the open area provides a contact form. Personal
data entered in the contact form such as name, street, postcode, place, etc. is
required for processing your enquiry and will not be passed on to third parties.

(4)
The stored data from (1) is anonymously analysed for statistical purposes.
Statistical reports are used to evaluate the usage of the SSSA websites. In
particular, the order in which the pages are visited and the path taken between
pages is shown. This is intended to give SSSA an indication as to how the
usability of the website can be further improved.
(5)
The name of persons and their nationality and their official status in a state or
other administrative entity administration that are fetching a SolarSuperState
Prize can be published on the website, the facebook site, the twitter site of
SSSA, in press releases and other publications of the SSSA (like the annual
reports). The official SolarSuperState Prize award photos with the persons
fetching, awarding or observing a SolarSuperState Prize event an be published
on the website, the facebook site, the twitter site of SSSA, in press releases and
other publications of the SSSA (like the annual reports).
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